From:

Davild.

.

To:
Date:
Subject:

12/16/03:47,'A•
Re: Review of transcripts

Kymn,
Monday is fine. However, I am on vacation next week and will not be here. Just come to the lobby and
ask for Ernie Wilson, who is the Field Office Director for the NRC Office of Investigations personnel here
at Region I (Ernie is Eileen's boss), or Marcy Holmes, who is Ernie's secretary. They will meet you and
find a room where you can sit and review the transcripts. Someone needs to be in the room with you
while you do your review and mark up errata sheets.
The additional information provided in your e-mail is with Eileen for consideration within the context of the
discrimination investigation.
\12/15/03 04:16PM >>>
Dave and Eileen,
I'm proposing Monday, Dec. 22 to come to your offices to review my
transcripts and answer any additional questions.
Please let me know if this is suitable. I realize it will likely take most
of the day.
Thank you,

Kymn

p.s. PSEG is attempting to have,-..
.
removed as
Defendants. My attorrey and !wil be fighting this motion, espebially given "HR"
onsible for my
!tterto me as
(which was cited in thE
"accelerated departure") reports to0 __.)
Also,
technically, I was an employee of
EG PoVwor n t PSEG Nuclear. In addition, my claim
of further retalitory action once I wrote 01i
s cause to keep him as
a Defendant.
p.p.s. I realize just now that I don't think we ever spoke of the "work" I
had planned in early April at Corporate Headquarters. As part of my search for
other ositions in the PfEG Enterprise, I had offered my services to IT
who used to be at Nuclear) to do some work with him and his
irect reports. I had hadone meeting already with[
lt his office in
Newark. Additional meetings with his managers had beln scheduled 7-10 days
before my departure was "accelerated." Because I was denied access to other
company locations as of 3/28, these meetings had to be cancelled. Any chance of
gaining a position or consulting work in the IT organization was lost.

J, . I' , t l , record was deleited
in accordance with the Freedom of Information

Act, exemptions"?C-.
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